Conquer20: The best compact produced in Detroit
Looking for a compact option for your grinding and
polishing needs? The Conquer20 planetary grinder
and/or polisher features a sturdy, well-balanced
chassis and a powerful 5 horsepower cast-iron
motor, all of which provides for the floor-flattening
capabilities of larger machines while allowing for
the maneuverability of a smaller foot print.
The Conquer20, offering a 20-inch grinding and
polishing path, is available in two models ranging
in weight from 381 to 435 pounds. The economical single-speed version fits the budget of most
residential or light commercial contractors. A variable-speed model is also available for larger contractors that focus heavily on polishing and also
need versatility.
It is good for both wet and dry uses. Like most
Conquer models, it comes equipped with a standard three-gallon water tank. For removal purposes, it connects to the Kut-Rite KleanRite™ RF21
vacuum.
Like the rest of the Conquer series, the Conquer20
SS is fit with Kut-Rite’s Belt-Drive System and
Quick Disconnect (QD) Tooling for ease of use.
In addition, the Tilt-Back Bowl design head offers
quick, safe and easy tool changes.
Featured accessories include Bi-directional,
quick attach and magnetic PCD plates; magnetic
eight-way scraper plates; scarifier plates for removal usage; different metal bond diamonds for grinding; and several different types of pads for concrete
polishing. Kut-Rite also offers traditional bolt-style
tooling.

Expert’s tip: The Conquer20 SS and Conquer20
VS are each used for preparation and polishing. The
Conquer20 VS gives the operator more options to
speed up or slow down the tools. This is very beneficial, given the fact that all concrete is different.
The Conquer 20 SS can still polish the floor, except
for the option of the RPMs and the tool direction to
the floor. Using the Conquer20 VS will yield faster
results when polishing.
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Kut-Rite Manufacturing places a heavy focus on quality. Our staff emphasizes practices that build better
products. As a result, our equipment improves the industry as a whole and enables contractors using it to
make larger profits in less time.

*480V model available upon request

No matter how you kut it.

Part Number

KRMCConquer20VSW

Model

Conquer20 VS Grinder

Power

5HP 220V Dual Phase

Grinding Path

20”

Weight

435lbs

Water System

Gravity Feed Peripheral
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